
 

Tdriver400 
Intelligent ADAS Infrared Night Vision System for Vehicle Navigation 
Tdriver400 is an intelligent ADAS infrared night vision system for vehicle navigation. It sees through the 

total darkness, thick smoke, dense fog, heavy rain and snow, reveals unexpected obstacles, highlights 

sudden events, improves visibility of road signs, navigates on unknown roads and overcomes blindness 

caused by oncoming headlights, thus dramatically lowers the risks of driving and enhances the safety of 

lives, properties and profits.  

Featured razor-sharp live real-time imaging combined with an extremely wide viewing range ad incredible 

durability in diverse harsh environments. 

Instant installation on any vehicles and best price-performance in the industry, Tdriver400 is absolutely the 

perfect choice of a driving assistant vision systems. 

 

 
 

Highlighting the non-luminous heating object 

The night vision system can automatically recognize and highlights non-luminous heating object such as 

pedestrians, cyclists, vehicles and animal under all weather conditions. It can help the driver observe the 

object that can’t be seen clearly when the headlight is turned on. 

 

 



 

Longer detection distance 

The far infrared night vision system can detect 300m under good visible condition. While 

the detectable distance, under bad weather (rain, fog, haze, dust, etc.), will shorten accordingly. 

The irradiation distance of asymmetric beam is about 90m beside the opposite road. The irradiation 

distance is about 150m alongside the road. Even if the high beam is turned on, the irradiation distance is 

only 200m, which is shorter than the effective detectable distance of night vision system. 

Besides, the pre-alarm function for the potential danger can gain precious time to warn driver to avoid 

accidents. 

 

 

 

 

Anti-glare function 

The NV system form the corresponding image by capturing external infrared radiant energy, so when 

meeting oncoming vehicle, the high beams on the coming vehicle don’t have influence to the infrared 

imaging, efficiently reducing traffic safety problems caused by glare for the driver, enhance the 11 driver 

safety when meeting oncoming vehicle. 

 

 

 



 

 

All-Weather Proof 

Infrared night vision can adapt to a variety of bad weather (rain, fog, haze, dust, etc.), and not affected by 

the light, suitable for a variety of time period, which could be used under all kinds of weather conditions. 

 

 

 

Pedestrian and Animal Recognition function 

PSA Night Vision driving assist system could automatically identify and highlight the pedestrian and animal 

whose size exceeds 50cm inside the infrared image (Animal Recognition function is developing), also could 

make alarming to the possible collision hazards .The detection model is not only includes the upright 

walking routine pedestrians in front of vehicle(until 100 m), but also including some cycling, electric cars 

and motorcycles specially pedestrian. 

  

PD (Pedestrians Detection) 

1) When pedestrians walking in front of the driving vehicle with the distance of 20m to 40m, the pedestrians 

will be marked with a rectangular box in red; when the pedestrians approaching with dangerous, the PSD 

NV will eject a red triangle icon on display and blares in three alarming sound to remind driver take 

immediate action. 

 

 

 

2) When pedestrians walking in front of the driving vehicle with the distance of 40m to 90m, the pedestrians 

will be marked with a rectangular box in yellow, at the meantime, the display will shows a yellow triangle 

icon to pre-alarm when pedestrians approaching; meanwhile the PSD NV will eject a yellow triangle icon on 

display and blares in one alarming sound to pre-alarm. 



 

  

FCW (Front Crash Warning) 

When potential front crash may happen, the PSA NV will trigger out yellow alarm and blare one alarm sound 

with the distance 60m~120m to the front vehicle; it will trigger out red alarm and blare three alarm sound 

when the distance approaching to 25m~60m. 

 

 

 

Specifications: 

 


